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Canon 5dsr manual focus

A big problem with 5DS R focusing, I bought this week 5Ds R camera and the last two days I was testing it, especially with 70-200 f2.8 IS II lens. The precision of the central focus point is wonderful. But if I try to focus using outter points, even those that are grouped in the middle table, the image off focus, quite obviously. After a lot of shots, I ran up to the conclusion that even though I choose a certain exit
point, the camera would focus on the distance at which the focus center point is targeted. And at this focal distance, the image is very sharp. It's not like a 100%, but mostly - yes. So if I take a picture using the exit point, and the target at that is the car wheel (distance of about 50 meters), it focused on a pole, which is probably 42 meters from me. Unfortunately, I can't upload a photo right now, but I'll do it
when I get home. Sometimes it happens as well, that I'm almost getting what I expec and the right focus plan is reached using exit points, but that happens once from a 20 shots. And I have to add - it's with/without a stabilizer, with/without tripod. In fact, with 70-200 and center point, I get sharp razor photos at home, at about 1/40 sec. exposure and I can't get anything worthy even at 1/1250 sec. with exit
points... I dese am crazy - is this an obvious flaw of a camera? I must say that the lens was tested on the brand 5D II, 5DS R (test unit provided by the store for a day), 1Dx mark II, which I sold after 2 weeks of use (resolution was not enough, sound performance missing). 5Ds R, apart from this problem described above, is very good camera, but it feels like 5d Mark II after using 1Dx Brand II - years late (my
personal evaluation). So now my question is whether calibrating the camera can help. Local service provider has no electronic equipment of what I have been told by professionals who work, the only option is to go to Germany/London, I'm not sure about the Nordic countries (I live in Lithuania). smartphoto's gear list:smartphoto's gear list Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS II USM Canon TS-
E 90mm f/2.8 Zeiss Otus 055mm F1.4 Zeiss Milvus 21mm F2.8 plus Reply to The Wire Reply with Quote Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing, I don't think lab calibration will buy you anything. There is no additional magic software tool just the basic micro autofocus adjustment built into the camera. You can also see normal auto-focus contrast detection behavior, often a clean line or a separate
pattern will provide best target for the AF system and that's where it locks. That's why we have features like full-time manual focus and rear button focus that allow you to bypass the AF system. -- hide the signature --Phil AgurThe imagination is more important than knowledge... -- List of Albert Einstein Phil:Phil's gear list Canon EOS 5D Mark II Canon EOS 5D Mark III Canon EF 17-40mm f/4.0L USM Canon
EF 24 -70mm f/2.8L USM Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM '4 answer more response with quote Answer to thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R R Obviously manual focus can't cope with it. When I acquire focus with outter focal points, I can visually confirm the right focus plan has been achieved, not so when I look at a photo taken afterwards. Do you have experience, where you focus on
something, but totally different object was focused on? The one that is, say, two meters or more from the focal point of your choise? And he always frontfocusing. Micro focus setting can't do anything with it. Another example - I photographed a car, which was about 250 meters away, so the strong thing was a truck (it was between me and the car) about 200 meters from me and a car was blurred. Again, I'll
upload photos later. smartphoto gear list: smartphoto speed list Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS II USM Canon TS-E 90mm f/2.8 Zeis otus 55mm F1.4 Zeiss Milvus 21mm F2.8 more response with quote response to the Re Complaining thread: A big problem with 5DS R focusing 1 It is defective. You will need to send it for repair. It's as simple as that. Response response with quote
Response to the thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing 2 smartphoto wrote: Obviously manual focus can't cope with it. When I acquire focus with outter focal points, I can visually confirm the right focus plan has been achieved, not so when I look at a photo taken afterwards. Do you have experience, where you focus on something, but totally different object was focused on? The one that
is, say, two meters or more from the focal point of your choise? And he always frontfocusing. Micro focus setting can't do anything with it. Another example - I photographed a car, which was about 250 meters away, so the strong thing was a truck (it was between me and the car) about 200 meters from me and a car was blurred. Again, I'll upload photos later. You might just see the normal quirks of DSLR
photography becoming much more observable due to the higher resolution of the camera. AF Micro adjustment is calibrating between what the AF system locks on and where the lens actually focuses. I would try to experiment with the focus system in Live View and zoom in at 10x to manually focus on a tripod. Then turn on AF (contrast detection) and see how it changes. If it changes (and it's designed to
lock on the nearest object in order to keep the test scene in the state of close obstructions), then AF MA is what you adjust to remove those changes. If your sensor is partially dislodged causing bizarre should see the same result in Live View. -- hide the signature --Phil AgurThe imagination more important than knowledge... -- List of Albert Einstein Phil:Phil's gear list Canon EOS 5D Mark II Canon EOS 5D
Mark III Canon EF 17-40mm f/4.0L USM Canon EF 24-070mm f/2.8 L USM Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM '4 more response response with quote response to The Re Complaining thread: A big problem with 5DS R focusing either it is before focusing due to AFMA adjustments and needs to be calibrated, maybe with software by Focal 2, or manually. Or if it's serious Canon. It is not normal if this
happens on a consistent basis. Especially in good light. Usually when I saw the focus before, it was always just the lens and I had to adjust it. I have Focal 2, but I prefer to do it manually, I bought one of these graphics that you put on a tripod, but you don't need one of these to do it. I would get it back if you bought it, instead of sending it to Canon. Make sure it does it with other lenses first. I know that
when I got my 100mm, at narrow distances, it focused well. But for long distances, it would be before focusing, but it would do so with any focus point. If it doesn't do it with the center and always does it with others, I take it back or if it's not an option send it Canon. Because it shouldn't be an AFMA fit if it still works in the center at all distances. If it's a contrast problem, it shouldn't happen that many times, it
should just miss it sometimes. Be sure to use a cross-type point to test it. List of bluecosmo5050:BlueCosmo5050's gear list Canon EOS 5D Mark IV Canon EF 135mm F2L USM Canon EF 24-70mm F2.8L II Canon EF 100mm f/2.0 USM Canon EF 16-35mm F4L IS USM '1 answer more Response with quote Reply to the Re Complaint thread: A big problem with 5DS R focusing Don't remember the exact
name of the setting, but I think it's called continuous focus or something similar. Try disabling it and see if it helps. From your description is sounds like this function is the culprit. Answer response with quote Response to the thread Complaining nidua42 wrote: Do not remember the exact name of the setting, but I believe it is called continuous focus or something similar. Try disabling it and see if it helps.
From your description is sounds like this function is the culprit. list of gear yehudakgtbnet:yehudakgtbnet speed list Canon EOS 6D Canon EOS M50 Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM Canon EF-M 22mm f/2 STM Response with quote Complaint 1 smartphoto thread wrote: I bought this week 5Ds R camera and the last two days, I was testing it, mainly with 70-200 f2.8 IS II lens. The precision of the central
focus point is wonderful. But if I try to focus using outter points, even those that are grouped in the middle table, the image off focus, quite obviously. After a lot of shots, I ran up to the conclusion that even though I choose a certain exit point, the camera would focus on the distance at which the focus center point is targeted. And at this focal distance, the image is very sharp. It's not like 100%, but mostly -
yes. So if I take a picture using the exit point, and the target at that is the car wheel (distance of about 50 meters), it focused on a pole, which is probably 42 meters from me. Unfortunately, I can't upload a photo right now, but I'll do it when I get home. Sometimes it happens as well, that I'm almost getting what I expec and the right focus plan is reached using exit points, but that happens once from a 20
shots. And I have to add - it's it's stabilizer, with/without a tripod. In fact, with 70-200 and center point, I get sharp razor photos at home, at about 1/40 sec. exposure and I can't get anything worthy even at 1/1250 sec. with exit points... I dese am crazy - is this an obvious flaw of a camera? I must say that the lens was tested on the brand 5D II, 5DS R (test unit provided by the store for a day), 1Dx mark II,
which I sold after 2 weeks of use (resolution was not enough, sound performance missing). 5Ds R, apart from this problem described above, is very good camera, but it feels like 5d Mark II after using 1Dx Brand II - years late (my personal evaluation). So now my question is whether calibrating the camera can help. Local service provider has no electronic equipment of what I have been told by professionals
who work, the only option is to go to Germany/London, I'm not sure about the Nordic countries (I live in Lithuania). It looks more like you're using the wrong case for the situation. Check selection ai Servo AF Features from page 109 of your owners manual for some solutions for your focus problem. These six cases apply to One-Shot as well as Servo! Walter Father - hide the signature - I went out to take the
perfect photo, if it comes out! Answer response with quote Response to the complaint Re thread: A big problem with 5DS R focusing WalterSrChat wrote: smartphoto wrote: I bought this week 5Ds R camera and the last two days I was testing it, especially with 70-200 f2.8 IS II lens. The precision of the central focus point is wonderful. But if I try to focus using outter points, even those that are grouped in the
middle table, the image off focus, quite obviously. After a lot of shots, I ran up to the conclusion that even though I choose a certain exit point, the camera would focus on the distance at which the focus center point is targeted. And at this focal distance, the image is very sharp. It's not like a 100%, but mostly - yes. So if I take a picture using the exit point, and the target at that is the car wheel (distance of
about 50 meters), it focused on a pole, which is probably 42 meters from me. Unfortunately, I can't upload a photo right now, but I'll do it when I get home. Sometimes it happens as well, that I'm almost getting what I expec and the right focus plan is reached using exit points, but that happens once from a 20 shots. And I have to add - it's with/without a stabilizer, with/without tripod. In fact, with 70-200 and
center point, I get sharp razor photos at home, about 1/40 sec. and I can't get anything worthy, even at 1/1250 sec. with exit points... I dese am crazy - is this an obvious flaw of a camera? I must say that the lens was tested on the brand 5D II, 5DS R (test unit provided by the store for a day), 1Dx mark II, which I sold after 2 weeks of use (resolution was not enough, sound performance missing). 5Ds R,
apart from this problem described above, is very good camera, but it feels like 5d Mark II after using 1Dx Brand II - years late (my personal evaluation). So now my is whether calibrating the camera can help. Local service provider has no electronic equipment of what I have been told by professionals who work, the only option is to go to Germany/London, I'm not sure about the Nordic countries (I live in
Lithuania). It looks more like you're using the wrong case for the situation. Check selection ai Servo AF Features from page 109 of your owners manual for some solutions for your focus problem. These six cases apply to One-Shot as well as Servo! Walter Sr Walter, I agree. In addition, you are dealing with a sensor where DOF can become more pronounced. My successes with this body have been treating
it as a medium format. I let the AF do its job, then move on to the live view and expand the area of concern and focus it manually. I always use DOF for isolation and impact. leica f64:leica f64's gear list Leica Q Canon EOS-1D X Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 16-35mm F4L IS USM Canon EF 1 70-2 200mm F2.8L IS II USM 7 more response with quote response to The Re Complaining thread: A big problem
with 5DS R focusing are you getting a focus confirmation light on the topic off focus? What focus settings do you use? -- hide the signature - Reply with quote Reply to the Son Complaining Re thread: A big problem with 5DS R focusing Kevin Coppalotti wrote: do you get a focus confirmation light on the topic off discussion? What focus settings do you use? This is the first case, because the object does not
move. smartphoto speed list: smartphoto speed list Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS II USM Canon TS-E 90mm f/2.8 Zeiss Otus 55mm F1.4 Zeis milvus 21mm F2.8 more response with quote Reply to the Re Complaining thread: A big problem with 5DS R focus, I'd be inclined to shoot a series of manual focus images from a tripod on a flat surface, focus being adjusted by a small amount
for each shot. Then choose the most in focus and see how the image compares. My original 70-200II had some focusing problems and I found the copy of the shop was much better. Just like the replacement. I haven't played with it much on the 5Dsr though. Oh, and try to turn off the IS. Jon555's gear list:Jon555's gear list Fujifilm FinePix Real 3D W3 Sony RX100 V Nikon Coolpix 950 Canon EOS 5DS R
Panasonic GH5 more Response answer with quote Response to the thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing smartphoto wrote: Kevin Coppalotti wrote: Do you get a focus confirmation light on the topic off discussion? What focus settings do you use? This is the first case, because the object does not move. Just to be clear. You moved the focus from the center point to an outside point in
one shot mode? Have you received a focus confirmation beep or focus confirmation light? -- hide the signature -- Reply with quote Response to the thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing Here some samples. Unfortunately, I deleted the ones I mentioned, but I made a few shots again. 1.Note the focus point - it's always the cross-type focus point: 2. Here's the result flower in the middle
window is much sharper than the object to which I focused: a 3.Middle point focusing 4.It might not be so strong, but I didn't bother to take the picture back, it is concentrated where planned: smartphoto's gear list:smartphoto's gear list Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS II USM Canon TS-E 90mm f/2.8 Zeiss Otus 55mm F1.4 Zeiss Milvus 21mm F2.8 more response Answer with quote Reply
to the thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing Kevin Coppalotti wrote: smartphoto wrote: Kevin Coppalotti wrote: Kevin Coppalotti wrote: Do you get a focus confirmation light on the topic out of discussion? What focus settings do you use? This is the first case, because the object does not move. Just to be clear. you moved the focus from the center point to an outside point in one shot
mode? Have you received a focus confirmation beep or focus confirmation light? I didn't move. This was the intention with 61 points - do not use the focus-recompose technique (at least, minimize the number of cases where it is needed). You can check my answer above, inspect the photos. smartphoto speed list: smartphoto speed list Canon EOS 5DS R Canon EF 70-200mm F2.8L IS II USM Canon TS-E
90mm f/2.8 Zeiss Otus 55mm F1.4 Zeiss Milvus 21mm F2.8 plus response with quote Response to The Complaintpe No, not Servo. I just checked it out on my camera. This is called Continuous AF Response response with quote Response to the thread Complaining nidua42 wrote: No, not Servo. I just checked it out on my camera. This is called Continuous AF the 5Dsr does not have that. it has servo, Ai
focus, or a shot workout modes. Ai servo is a type of continuous AF. -- hide the signature -- Response response with quote Response to the thread Complain Re: A big problem with 5DS R focusing smartphoto wrote: Here are some samples. Unfortunately, I deleted the ones I mentioned, but I made a few shots again. 1.Note the focus point - it's always the cross-type focus point: 2. Here's the result - flower
in the middle window is much sharper than the object I focused on: a 3.Middle point focusing 4.It maybe not so strong, but I didn't bother to take the picture back, it's focused where planned: Mine works fine when I move the focus point around. Looks like your camera is defective. -- hide the signature - Reply with quote Reply to the thread Really complain? Mine has it. Canon 5DSR manual says it has it;
page 264 - Continous AF. Answer with quote Response to the complain thread
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